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ANNUAL LECTURE                Dave Tovey (Year of 1952) 
 

The speaker for this year’s Annual Lecture was Professor Emeritus John L. Davies. His 

lecture had the intriguing title "Life after Dynevor: the Global Wanderings of a Trouble-

Shooting Professor". The lecture had been eagerly anticipated and this is reflected in a 

record number of attendees (62).  
 

John's C.V reported that he had attended Dynevor from 1952 - 59, finishing with A-

Levels in Geography, History and English. His four years at Aberystwyth were spent 

studying Geography and International Politics and postgraduate studies, and his 

subsequent career in the academic profession has been in various universities in U.K. He  

has had several visiting professorships in U.S.A and Australia. His chair is in the field of 

Higher Education Policy and Management, and he has been a consultant with universities 

and governments in 42 countries, the OECD, UNESCO, EU and others, including the 

Vatican.  
 

Besides giving an insight into his work his talk provided some interesting and amusing 
reminiscences of his voyages including some rather bizarre situations in various 

countries. This was not John's first Annual Lecture for the Old Dy'vorians Association. 

He presented the 1993 Lecture under the Presidency of George Sambrook. He states that 

he would be only to glad to return sometime in the future, when you can be sure that he 

will have accumulated further 'reminiscences from his Global Wanderings'. 
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Welcome 

Croeso 

 

 

Yes, it’s time for another edition of 

TOD to land on your front door mat. 

This time it’s number 16, the 

realization of which stops me to 

question where has all that time 

gone? The elapsed time to which I 

refer, dates from that memorable day 

in 2002, when, it is recorded that 500 

plus old boys of our school gathered 

in the yard and, amongst other 

things, they heard a pledge that, a 

magazine for Old Dy’vorians would 

be one of the benefits which former 

pupils who were members of our 

association would receive. 
 

Following a fruitful meeting which 

was attended by a willing and 

interested group of old boys, the 

giants of the then old Dy’vorian 

body were happy to welcome new-

comers and to agree to identify 

matters which were of concern to 

them both.  
 

As a result over the years we have 

been able to circulate a bi-annual 

journal that is of the first order in 

printing and presentation terms.  
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W.S.EVANS                                                                      Noel Blows (1955-1961) 
 

I have recently undertaken the lengthy exercise of upgrading the Old Dy‟vorians‟ 

database which involved „phoning and writing to colleagues to gain the additional 

information required to complete this exercise. In the process I spoke, and subsequently 

met, Terry Shorrock 1941-1949. I learned that he‟s an equally avid Old Dy‟vorian and 

he has now passed across to me old photographs and records relating to his years at our 

old school.  
 

This included 4 letters he had received from the late W.S.Evans. Written between 1991 

and 1992 when WS was in his late 80‟s they make interesting reading. I was immediately 

keen to see these letters incorporated in TOD for everyone‟s enjoyment. Terry was right 

to point me to WS‟s widow, Gwyneth, to seek approval for this publication. I wrote to her 

at the beginning of August 2009 and 10 days later she „phoned giving the go-ahead for 

this publication. 
 

The TOD editorial committee has agreed to publish these 

letters as a special supplement to forthcoming TOD 

editions. It is envisaged that some members will want to 

retain these supplements. For the benefit of our members 

who arrived at Dynevor after 1961 this is a brief history of 

W.S. 
 

Mr.W.S.Evans – known as Bill to his friends and 

colleagues – was born in 1906 and came to Dynevor in 

1932 where he taught Mathematics until he emigrated to 

New Zealand, at the age of 55, in 1962. He saw the 

school‟s mathematicians through crucial years during 

WWII although he did need to teach at Mount Pleasant 

after the school was blitzed. After the war Mr Cecil 

McGivan joined the teaching staff and came to jointly 

share the responsibility of the Maths department at 

Dynevor. 
 

 W.S. shared a love of music with Graham Gregory and references to their love of music 

punctuate the letters. He was also very keen on cricket and entered into some 

correspondence with the late John Arlott when he mathematically proved the renowned 

commentator to be wrong in an assumption that the ball would leave the wicket faster 

than it arrived! His sporting links continued in old age. He was captain of his veteran‟s 

bowls team in Hamilton, New Zealand and was winning trophies when more than 85 

years old. 
 

A great letter writer, his regular epistles to former staff were the main reason why retired 

teachers formed and met at their “Monday Club” – someone had to reply to W.S. To say 

more would be to spoil your enjoyment of his letters. 
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MEMBERSHIP                                                                     Noel Blows (1955-1961) 
 

2009 saw a spectacular increase in membership. Many kind words have come my way as 

the person responsible for this increase but this doesn’t correctly tell the story. No 

specific person can possibly be credited with  this surge in ODA membership. The 

combined efforts of all of you have given rise to this success. Without all the postal and 

email addresses, telephone numbers, enabling me to effect an introduction there would 

have been no increase. Without the stern words to join the Association from former staff 

coupled with the cajoling from contemporaries the membership would still be in the low 

200’s. 
 

As things stand we appear to be on the crest of a wave of renewed interest in the old 

school and all things Dy’vorian. As at the end of December 2009, membership has 

reached 369 with 115 new members arriving in 2009. Hopefully when you read this it 

will not be far short of 400. The larger membership is also reflected in higher attendances 

at both the Annual Dinner and our October Lecture. 
 

It is one thing to continue to add to our membership. The increased knowledge provided 

by the improved database now enables the Committee to group former pupils by Year of 

Entry. This shows different years with varying levels of support. The most prolific of the 

Year Groups is that of ’55 with 41 members followed by the Year of ’53 with 29 former 

colleagues reconnected through the ODA. Coming up on the rails now is the Year of ’59 

who have 22 members. There are further groups where membership is in the high teens 

but there are many with only 1 or 2. 
 

Significantly the 3 largest groups have all benefited because a Reunion of their year group 

took place. The initial success emanating from these get-togethers has been followed by a 

desire to meet up again. The Annual Dinner remains a key point for future meetings. So 

those of you reading this article, think about your own colleagues from Dynevor days. If 

there are a few you’re in contact with, consider a Reunion of your own. The ODA are 

here to help you with photos, caricatures and some well-intentioned advice. The occasion 

will be a walk in nostalgia for you all as well as providing potential new members for the 

ODA – a result for everyone. 
 

As Membership and Recruitment Officer the successful growing of our membership 

cannot indefinitely remain the prerogative of one person – it is just too much to take on 

board. I shall continue to write or ‘phone prospective members,. but my aim will be to 

find individuals within the larger groups who will separately search out new members 

from within their own age groups. I shall then be able to concentrate on the least well-

represented year groups until they too can stand on their own. 
 

Ultimately the database may be expanded and there will be the opportunity to add sport  

and, say music, to the existing analysis. This will provide the opportunity for members 

who overlap their school years but who share a common interest (either in a particular 

sport or in an aspect of music) to get in touch or to meet. 
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Nihil Sine Labore continues to apply today, equally to a voluntary role as it has always 

done to a paid one. With this concept guiding us the future looks rosy and the Association 

can continue to prosper. 

----------------------------------------- 

UNCLE ARTHUR                                            David Mendus ( 1953 ) 
 

As a boy all that I knew of “Uncle Arthur” was a collection of Royal Artillery badges, a 

photograph of a jolly young man in uniform, and a Gurkha Kukri - a curved knife in a 

leather sheath with two small throwing knives.  When older, I learned that he was a 

Captain in the Royal Artillery serving with the “Special Forces” behind enemy lines in 

Burma when he died on April 13th 1944.  His entry on the Dynevor War Memorial Board 

has motivated me to find out more, though the nature of his mission makes it hard to find 

certainty in the story 
 

The Special Forces were the Chindits, and information on 

www.Chindits.info was a starting point for learning more.  

Formed in 1943 by Orde Wingate, the Chindits were used to 

set up bases behind enemy lines  to attack communications 

and supply lines.  

They were supported by air transport wherever possible.  

Their  activities ranged from sabotage by small roving teams 

to full scale attacks on towns and bases.  Conditions were 

hard, and there is more than one report that medical officers 

shot the wounded who were not fit to travel on a retreat.  The 

casualty rate was high. 
 

In March 1944, the Japanese were advancing on India, and the Chindits were sent in to 

three bases behind enemy lines in Burma.  I think it very probable that Arthur was at the 

base codenamed “Broadway” 35 miles north east of Indaw.   This is about 200 miles 

North of Mandalay, and is close to the railway running from Mandalay to Myitkyina.  

The maps and aerial photographs of the region show very little detail, but the railway line 

can be seen.   The site had been identified by aerial reconnaissance as suitable for a base, 

and on 5th March a force was flown in using 80 gliders.  Each Dakota towed two gliders - 

which caused several crashes, and was not repeated.  By the next evening,  a landing strip 

was able to take Dakota transports and 55 landed on the first night,  though there were 

many crashes.  
 

The site was quite large, and apparently successful.  At one time, they were flying 

Spitfires from the base, though as the Battle of Kohima intensified much of the air cover 

was diverted there.  Arthur would have been leading a team of four 25 pounder guns used 

for base defence.  The base was attacked for several nights after March  27th,before the 

attack was repulsed with flown-in artillery and the aid of locally 

recruited Kachin irregulars”.  The role of the Chindits was however attack, not defence, 

and  operations from the base were carried out over a wide area.  The base was used  
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until May when the three bases were moved North and consolidated. 
 

On March 24th Orde Wingate was killed in a plane crash in the mountains.  His role as 

commander of the Chindits was taken over by Major-General W D A Lentaigne, who  

wrote the letter to my grandmother reporting Arthur's death.  Chindit operations 

continued in support of the Fourteenth Army fighting the Battle of  Kohima - known as 

“the Stalingrad of the East” where the Japanese advance was halted, then turned into a 

retreat.  This battle raged over the period of March 17th to June 22nd, and victory is 

attributed to the lack of supplies and reinforcements available to the Japanese.  As this 

was the very reason for the Chindit operations, they must surely be judged a success, 

despite the loss of life. 
 

(The article and the letter from Major-General Lentaigne can be read on our website 

http://www.dynevorrevisited.co.uk. ) 

-------------------------------------- 

A RECOLLECTION OF W S EVANS                       David Farmer  (1944)   
 

Early in 1940, Dynevor School settled into its usual well-organised self. With war in the 

air, the boys who had joined the school in the previous term knew their way about 

Dynevor, and a few fire drills apart, together with staff members, they took matters in 

their stride.  Little did they know that, within a matter of weeks, their school buildings 

would be badly damaged by German bombs. 
 

With the probability of shrapnel raining on them, plus what were known as landmines, 

with a set time to explode.  There was much to fill minds, young and older. It was not 

beyond the common experiences of both boys and masters to find relationships 

developing in fuller forms. These young teachers had came to Dynevor  to teach/develop 

enthusiastic/capable youngsters  in an environment rich with changes which the Central 

Government had made following the passing of two Educational  Bills. This new vision 

enabled and encouraged schools such as Dynevor to expand and yet focus their resources. 

As a consequence, for the first time in Swansea, there was a healthy employment 

environment in which learning had a significant role to play in the workplace and in what 

someone called at the time – „The scope of the technocrat‟   
 

Most pupils at any good school will, when they become adults and can look back at their 

school career in retrospect, will be able to nominate one or more of the staff involved in 

teaching them, and as being influential in their case. At Dynevor there were several 

teachers who had taken pupils through that „eureka‟ moment when the pupil, as it were, 

saw the light.  At Dynevor this was the case but, when considered with regard to a 
particular group of former pupils, there were few who retained their mutual admiration 
 

Perhaps, someone seeking to identify another staff member might consider the case that 

had reconnected its correspondents with their former teacher many years after his 

retirement. This was the case with W S Evans, where, at the very  least he was generally 

held as having been  an outstanding teacher  tutor whose concerns were broader –based  

http://www.dynevorrevisited.co.uk/
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than the mere words in the curricular. 
 

As it happened, in the Spring of 1940, the largest, newest and most attractive cinema in 

the town was screening a ‘smash- hit’ film, the story line of which had similarities with 

what was happening at Dynevor School . It was, of course, only a film and, therefore the 

fruits of a screenwriter’s imagination. It was   also different, in that the film was based on 

an English Public School about which the Swansea cinema-going population knew very 

little. The title of the film was  ‘ Goodbye Mr Chips ’. Once again, the Swansea 

customers had little, if any, knowledge of such establishments. 
 

Obviously the Mr Chips’ school was, of course different in many respects, yet there was 

sufficient common ground to help ensure that the tuition that these young men received 

was implied that this paper whilst suggesting that some common behavioural 

patterns would emerge and Dynevor would benefit from the pertinent experience. 

Yet there were aspects that were similar. In particular it portrayed a most effective tutor 

teacher, who sought to provide extra learning opportunities in one way or another for an 

exceptionally gifted group of boys/young men. 
 

The reader may feel that the writer is drawing conclusions from a film story  in which the 

pupils come from upper classes ,that the Swansea school is for boys who  live at home 

and are not ‘boarders’, then he should consider the copies of letters between Terry 

Shorrock and WS Evans (Bill). These involve memories of both parties that give us some 

idea of the longevity of the mutual relationships between teachers and taught and, in 

addition, the ‘quality’ of the relationships which are brought to our attention by anecdotal 

evidence. 
 

Whilst there will remain those who seek additional examples before they can accept the 

ideas being put forward in this item, even though a third party,  the author has attempted 

to seek the similarities.   
 

In his correspondence with Terry, Bill would often lighten his language by introducing an 

appropriate humorous point (as will be seen from Noel Blows article on page 3 ) There 

should be benefits that will arise as the staff from both institutions share in the discussion 

and experiences. 
 

One of the notable issues in many situations in working on contract negotiations is the 

ability to measure time and its impact on the transaction. The negotiators on one side have 

time and.knowledge that is not available to the other parties. This advantage can give the 

keeper of time considerable benefit. For example, knowing the time train he/she is 

catching to get to his/her home. Fatigue and the like can ‘soften the other party’s memory 
- which is an important factor in all this. 
 

At thus point I shall revert to humour and  show how it  can work in many situations. The 

illustration concerns my brother Ray, who was playing for the  school’s 2
nd

 XI  at Neath. 

It was 1938 and with rain stopping play the team was sitting in the home pavilion. After  
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about a half an hour Bill Evans walked into the pavilion. When Ray, unlike his noisy 

brothers, bucked up his courage and went to talk to Mr Evans  ‘Excuse me sir, do I have a  

chance to play for the first team next season ? Bill’s response (with a smile on his face} 

was ‘I’ll think about it’ 
 

Fast forward to a School versus The Old Dy’vorians match circa 1951. Ray, who played 

for good class club cricket teams in Berkshire and in the R A F, and kept his personal 

statistics throughout his playing career showing a batting average circa 34. 
 

On the day in question, the match had been brought back to St. Helens,after previously  

being played in one of the Swansea parks during the war. Ray was caught low down for a 

mere 8 runs. The umpire at the pavilion end was none other than  WS Evans and, when 

my brother passed him on the way to the ‘ 39 steps’ and the dressing room, he said, with a 

smile on his face, ‘ I told you so Farmer, I said you wouldn’t make it’. Since the Neath 

‘rain stopped play’ was during 1938 and the OD v’s School match took place in about 

1951, time was certainly of the essence.    
------------------------------------------- 

FALLING  in LOVE - A SPANISH EXPERIENCE             Peter Macpherson (1944) 
 

Spanish women are undeniably beautiful and I’m sure many Old Dy’vorians can testify 

with me to the beguiling nature of that beauty, especially in those far-off days of the early 

50’s. 
 

I suspect, however, that our Editor is not yet so bereft of copy that he has to incorporate 

articles on that topic. So, this is a story about falling in love with a difference! Yes! it’s 

about Spain; yes! it includes a mention of said members of the opposite sex; yes! it’s 

about Dynevor ….. only this time, I am talking about the first-ever - and, so far as I know, 

the last - Dynevor trip to Spain, - for Holy Week and Easter,1952. 
 

It’s also about my personal love affair with Spain, which began then and has endured to 

this day. 
 

I went up to Liverpool University in October, 1951, to read Hispanic Studies under 

Allison Peers. At that time, he was the leading authority on the Spanish Mystics. It may 

seem strange these days to record that I had never before been abroad. I was 17 ½ at the 

time. 
 

At home for Christmas, I learned that our revered Spanish Master, Philip Darr, one of my 

lifetime heroes, was organising an Easter trip to Spain. Gerald, my brother, was going and 

the school had agreed that I could join the mixed party, about 30 strong, from the High 

School (Llwyn-y-Bryn) – and they had some beautiful girls, too! - and Dynevor, if I could 
raise the funds. I did … with alacrity!  
 

We left Swansea High St. (v.foto) for Paddington, spending a night in London, so as to 

make the early morning rail/ boat connections. Phase Two was Victoria to Dover, from 

whence we crossed the English Channel to Calais. There, we boarded a huge train, drawn 

by a magnificent, snarling steam engine for Paris, Gare St. Lazare. Once again crossing a  
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Photo: Peter Macpherson 

Front row:  Mr P J Darr (centre) and Prothero (end right) 
Back row: L/R. The Head, WB Thomas, Gerald Macpherson, Philip Kingdom, Peter 

Macpherson, ???, Arthur Balch, John Beale, Tony Ford. 

(If you can provide names for those not mentioned please let us know…even the 
policeman in the right top corner ) 
 

great city, we left Gare d’Austerlitz, close to the Bastille, at about 10pm, travelling 

through the night the long road to the Spanish frontier. It was a tough journey. 
 

Some abiding memories of that trip include the first sight of those huge French 

locomotives, a pretty sleepless night in an uncomfortable compartment, so spent mainly 

in the corridor, the appalling state of lavatory facilities, the early-morning, low-lying mist 

and the never-ending passage through Les Landes, from Bordeaux to Biarritz, vast 

stations, where we spent ages, while engines were changed whilst the wheel-tapper 

walked along the line below, inspecting every wheel!  
 

Each window had a ‘do not lean out of the window’ sign. The novelty for me was that it 

was written in 3 languages. To this day, I remember ‘ne pas se pencher en dehors’ and ‘e 
pericoloso sporgeasi’!! A first lesson in comparative language for a student of language! 

 

Sometime in mid-morning, we reached Hendaye, the French frontier.  It was a beautifully 
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warm day. I remember enjoying my first-ever drop of Dubonnet in the Station café, 

before we set off to walk across the International Bridge to Irun, carrying our heavy, old-

fashioned leather suitcases. The reason? We had to change trains, because in France, the 

railway line gauge, as throughout Europe, was 4’8½, whereas in Spain, it was 2” wider. 

Thus, French (SNCF) trains could not work Spanish railways (RENFE). 
 

It was interesting to learn later that just 12 years earlier, in 1940, Franco had met Hitler 

on that very bridge, to discuss allowing German access through Spain to Gibraltar, a 

move which would assuredly have brought Spain into the war and been disastrous for our 

efforts to maintain free access to the Mediterranean, hence our ability to keep the Suez 

Canal and sea-routes to India and the Far East open. 
 

Three memories abide from there, that first Dubonnet; the unforgettable first smell of 
Spain, all garlic and Ideales (black tobacco) and the Spanish Customs. That was an 

experience. You put your case(s) on a table in front of the surly Customs Officer, who  

was wearing white gloves. He indicated his wish that you should open it and then 

proceeded to inspect the contents thoroughly, but I must say respectfully. Unnerving.! 
 

Next, onto the overnight train to Madrid. Oh! those low platforms. This would be our 

third night out, the second successive one spent ‘sleeping’ in a compartment, another 

vast engine, belching smoke and steam. We passed through San Sebastian and then 

began the long, arduous ascent to the Meseta and to Burgos. Another hard ride 

followed, arriving, I seem to recall, in mid-afternoon, at Atocha Station, Madrid, 

setting for some of the lessons in Darr’s book, ‘Principios de Espanol’, fount of all 

our knowledge. (More recently, in 2004, Atocha was the scene of the terrorist 

massacre, where almost 200 died). Teachers and Youngsters wearily descended to the 

platform and we were transported to a Pension, somewhere near the Plaza Mayor. 

Sleep was not easy that first night; Spanish street life is noisy. The ‘paseo’ (daily 

evening promenade) seems to have died, but its noise and bustle has been replaced by 

modern  traffic movement. 
 

Next morning, a walking tour of Madrid included, no doubt, the Prado. I confess I 

remember little of it, except the stroll down the Gran Via to the Plaza de Cibeles, 

dominated by the magnificent sculpture of the goddess Cibeles in the centre, with its 

fantastic fountains and the ornate General Post Office. I clearly recall Mr. Darr calling me 

to his side. Handing me some money, he said ‘I want you to go to the stamp counter and 

ask for ……’. Typical teacher! - but then, he was the mentor ‘par excellence’; I passed 

the test; we got the stamps! 
 

Our short break in Madrid was soon over and we pushed on to Salamanca. There, we 

stayed in a Colegio, closed, of course for the Easter holidays. Now began the serious 

purpose of the trip, learning Spanish, mixing with the locals and, above all, taking part in 

the Holy Week celebrations and Easter festivities. 

Memories of that week include the girls, of course, being asked to say Grace by Mr. Darr  
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and drying up in mid-prayer, completing the solemn visitation of seven churches on 

Maundy Thursday (and praying in each!!), the amazing processions, from early on 

Thursday morning onwards, together with the fearsomely robed ‘hermanos’ of the 

‘Cofradias’ and their colleagues staggering under the weight of the ‘pasos’ (floats), *the 

Good Friday (pre-Vatican II) Mass (+ frightening sermon!) late at night in the old 

Cathedral and the *final procession on Holy Saturday, when the very last group was – 

wait for it – a fully-armed column of troops, complete with pioneers, who goose-stepped 

through the narrow streets!! So that was live fascism for you! 
 

We also made two trips out of Salamanca, the first to Alba de Tormes, where St. Teresa 

of Avila, the renowned mystic, lies buried; the second to El Escorial, the forbidding 

Monastery built by Philip II in the Sierra de Guadarrama, north of Madrid (Half the 

group missed the train back to Madrid) 
 

Undeniably, I fell in love with Spain on that trip, a love which has never dimmed, so 

often has it been requited! So much so that I saved hard and went back 3 months later, to 

attend the University of Liverpool Summer School in San Sebastian. I never looked back 

after that. 
 

In post-war Europe, Spain occupied a unique position, a right-wing Dictatorship, strongly 

Catholic, ostracised by the western powers, struggling to come to terms with itself in the 

aftermath of the Civil War, 1936-39, laid low by a 3-year drought. It and its wonderful 

people and culture made a huge impact on me, which has never diminished.  
 

I returned recently for Holy Week, 2009, to Salamanca, scene of the conquests I never 

made! But to be back in that enchanting city was enough to arouse all those memories of 

how it all began. Indeed, it has been a 57-year love affair – yet another debt to Dynevor. 

----------------------------------------------- 

YEAR OF ‘59 REUNION – Oct ’09                   Phil Stone (1959-1966) 
 

The boys who entered Dynevor in the year of 1959 have for many years been well 

represented at our annual dinner. At last year’s event in May, near the end of the evening 

on which our gathering was held, I was grateful that some of my contemporaries still had 

the presence of mind to remind me of the significance of 2009 – it was the fiftieth 

anniversary of our entry to Dynevor! The idea of a reunion to mark this milestone 

followed naturally enough but, I must confess, it was not pursued by myself until I heard 

from one of my 1E classmates, Peter Samuel, in September. By this time, Peter had 

researched and compiled a list of the names and, in many cases, contact details of about 

two thirds of the 150 boys in the intake of 1959. No mean feat! Our initial plans for a 
reunion were then given further impetus by Alan Smith, the last head master at Dynevor, 

to whom we were most grateful for providing a transcribed copy of the 1959 admission 

register, a document of great help in the search that was to follow for lost contemporaries. 
 

Further support for the idea of a reunion came from other 1959 stalwarts in the persons of 

Jeff Burns, Brian Perman, John Ball, Rob Stephens and two of our former presidents,  
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Billy Gibbs and Lionel Hopkins. We shared the burden of organising our reunion at a the 

formidable task of finding individuals for whom we had no contact details. Time was  
 

short series of meetings in the bowels of the Bank Statement in Wind Street, as well as 

well as the forminable task of finding individuals for whom we had no contact details. 

Time was short because we planned to hold our reunion at the Dolphin Hotel on the 

evening of 30 October. The more computer literate in our group devoted much time 

online in search of names that appeared in the admission register and it must be said that 

we had reason to be grateful to Google for the eventual success of the endeavour. More 

traditional methods of finding people, such as local knowledge and the article by Lionel 

in the Evening Post advertising our event, also produced a good response from 

contemporaries still living in the Swansea area. 

 
Photo : Rob Mitchell SMU 

 

As 30 October approached, our research and appeals for help had enabled us to get in 

touch with nearly one hundred boys in the intake of 1959. Many were still local but 

others, it transpired, were spread over a very wide geographical area, covering not only 

the UK but also continental Europe, North America and Down Under! In this respect, I 

must make special mention of Mike Dorrell, a Penlan boy (by upbringing not school), 

who not only responded to our invitation to join us at the Dolphin but also made the very 

lengthy trip to Swansea from his home in Salt Lake City, USA. Since he is a Welsh 
speaker, I have to say to Mike a profound, Diolch o galon! 
 

The eventual success of our organising efforts and of the evening itself were in no small 

measure due to the advice and practical help freely given by members of the ODA with 

experience of such events. In particular, our thanks to Noel Blows, our Membership 

Secretary, who took upon himself the unenviable task of Treasurer and to a large extent  
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relieved us of the burden of collecting and issuing payments. Dave Tovey, our 

Webmaster, did much to advertise our event on the Old Dy’vorians’ website and the 

Power Point presentation that he prepared for us, including images of each of the five 

class groups of 1959, 1A to 1E, was among the highlights of the evening at the Dolphin. 

We were very fortunate to have a photographic record of nearly everyone in the intake of 

1959 in the form of these class photographs, as well as a wealth of pictorial material 

showing life in Dynevor in the sixties. The latter came from the collection of another of 

my contemporaries, Kevin Williams who, unfortunately, could not be present on the night 

although his archive of candid school pictures was enjoyed by all who were. 
 

There is an excellent photographic record of the evening on our website thanks to the 

combined efforts of Dave Tovey and our excellent photographer, Rob Mitchell – another 

Old Dy’vorian. On the website there are photographs showing the reunion group as a 

whole and many pictures of individuals in smaller groups. For another set of photographs, 

we re-grouped into our 1959 classes, although this created some difficulty for those 

unable to recall the class to which they belonged fifty years ago!  
 

There were about fifty or so contemporaries at the reunion and we were also fortunate to 

have the company of no less than five of our former teachers, Bob Howells, Derek 

Howells, George Hounsell, Iorrie Mort and Graham Davies. I think I can say without 

much fear of contradiction by anyone who attended that the evening proved a resounding 

success. It certainly more than repaid the modest contribution that I had made to its 

organisation and, although the evening started very early at 6.30, my only disappointment 

as I left at about midnight was the feeling that there hadn’t been enough time to speak 

with the many contemporaries who had been able to attend. 
 

Perhaps I can close on a note of encouragement to other members of the ODA who may 

be contemplating an event like ours. Please follow our example! Success does require a 

modicum of effort and sufficient time to prepare but I know our small organising group 

would agree that whatever commitment to the task each of us made was amply rewarded 

by a real sense of enjoyment at renewing contacts with so many of our friends and 

contemporaries at Dynevor. 
 
 

REPLIES TO EDITOR’S QUIZ  TOD 15– Page 7 
 

There were two replies : 
 

Peter Francis ( 1950)  remembers that “ the one on the right is the same as my prefects 

badge except that the prefects badge has a scroll underneath  stating ’Prefect’. I think that 

this was used throughout my stay in Dynevor  1950-57. I also have the badge on the left, 
which I inherited from my Uncle along with his swimming medals from 1935 (his photo 

along with others from the swimming squadron can be seen on the the Dynevor revisited 

website. So it appears that the badge was for outstanding sporting achievement.” 
 

David Davies (1941) states that “ (the badge on the right) is a prefects badge from 

1947/48 ”  
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A VERY SELECTIVE MEMORY                    Chris Davies, C.B.E. - Year of ‘61 
 

Graham Davies’ reminiscence (see TOD 13) on his early years teaching at the school sparked 

memories for me, and I can answer, in part, at least one of his questions.  
 

The Top of the Form team had me as “second from the right” (was I in my O-Level year?), 

and Julian Lewis, who has long been a right-wing Tory MP (an unusual product for Dynevor) 

for an outer-London constituency, was the next one down. I can’t remember the names of the 

senior and junior members. 
 

Graham famously produced “Our Town” in the school hall, jointly with Glanmor girls. Rowan 

was the narrator, and I played “Ralph”, the lovesick lead. Very suitable, because I was 

clueless with girls at the time. But there I met Katy, still my soul-mate. Others involved were 

Clive Thomas and Carl ???, who helped with the on-stage chapel choir, and so often amazed 

us with his piano-playing at school concerts and events. 
 

Those occasions provide some of my best memories. I remember persuading the rowdy 

audience to throw coins in appreciation after a (probably inadequate - Dynevor boys learned 

the meaning of sarcasm at the feet of Ozzie Morris) trombone solo. Ozzie it was who first 

awakened my life-long love of poetry, partly because he spoke it so well. He also had a 

quietly acerbic wit, which he could use to subdue the most troublesome of lads.  
 

In the same hall, “three little maids from school” was performed in comic style by Rowan, me 

(we were the two school vice-captains) and Mike Gange (capped by Wales secondary schools 

at second-row, a fine javelin thrower, and school captain, as well as a lovely guy). 
 

Clive John came to the school when I entered the fifth year and generously helped me to get 

an O-Level in music, giving up breaks and lunchtimes because it could not be fitted into my 

timetable. His talent and flamboyance were evident even then. I well remember “Cec” 

McGivan, gently but with that whispered exasperation of his, suggesting that I would be much 

better suited to music than to additional maths, after 4 or 5 weeks of struggle, painful for both 

of us. 
 

I was a stalwart of the Second XV (with Phil Leigh) for two years, making the Firsts only a 

couple of times. Jeff Hopkins, a true servant of sport, infectious rugby enthusiast, and proud 

Welshman, was kind enough to say, when I met him a few years later, that, at almost any 

other time, I would have been a first-team regular, but that was an outstanding era. Maybe that 

was so because, having viewed myself as a very ordinary player amongst my Dynevor 

contemporaries, I got into a highly successful University First Fifteen in my first year. 

Promise later unfulfilled! Jeff shared the economics A-Level teaching with Sparky Hughes, 

but always gave me the impression that he would have preferred to be up at the Ganges than 

in the classroom. 
 

When I was in the upper sixth, two of my contemporaries (Cliffie Lewis and Keith Simpson, 

who played a few games for the Whites and was a ferocious tackler for his small frame) made 

up the forwards and joined with a talented bunch of backs a couple of years younger than us 
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(amongst them Ian and Andrew Tyrrell, who also played a bit for the Whites, I think,  and 

John Harrison, who became a good friend when he followed me up to Nottingham later) to 

form a Penlan Club and enter the Welsh Youth Club Sevens. We won the final in Wrexham, 

my main contribution being to put the opposition off their game by niggling them into off-the-

ball tangles. 
 

Perhaps the finest teacher, in my memory, rarely gets a mention in the magazine. Clifford 

(Bunny) Evans taught history and became Deputy Head. He was a tiny skeletal figure, tough, 

demanding and austere. He helped Rowan, Gerald Gabb and me with a “special” paper 

alongside history A- Level. Looking back, I count myself very lucky to have been in such 

distinguished intellectual company, and I feel a little shame-faced that I did not appreciate it at 

the time. Bunny was very keen on clarity, elegance and concision in thought and in writing, 

and I have tried to remember what he taught me.  
 

He once came across a group of us (not Rowan or Gerald I hasten to say) drinking under-age 

(was it in the Griffin Bar or the Hanbury?). We beat a hasty retreat. The following Monday he 

called me in and said something like “I must have been mistaken, because I thought I saw you 

drinking beer.. . I know you wouldn’t do that, so I’ll do no more. Obviously if it had been you 

I would have had to tell the Headmaster and your father, and there’d have been trouble. But as 

it wasn’t you, I know it won’t happen again”. I left his office without saying a word. 
 

We were fortunate to be taught by that generation of men who had experienced the war. They 

were mature, wise and witty. They had seen it all before and would not be impressed by the 

bravado of the young. When we “left” school prior to A-Levels, I grew a beard before the 

exams and turned up hirsute. One of the masters sidled up to my desk on my second 

appearance (was it Iorrie or Emlyn Evans?) and, without a word, put a packet of razor-blades 

on my desk. 
 

I would not have gone to any other school. I think I owe my lifelong loves of music, singing, 

rugby, language, and good company to it. After University, I qualified as a social worker, 

worked for more than thirty years in Somerset (where we still live), the last 15 of them as 

Director of Social Services. I then went to a two-year contract in a similar post in Cardiff to 

help them recover after a very troubled time. I was President of the Association of Directors of 

Social Services, served as a specialist adviser to a House of Commons Select Committee, and 

was appointed by two Secretaries of State to chair national Task Forces. For the last few years 

I have run my own business, helping public authorities with improvement, trouble-shooting 

and Inquiries. For some of that I have been engaged by the Social Services Improvement 

Agency in Wales, and travelling around this glorious country again has been a joy.  
 

My pleasures are in my family (son a solicitor and partner in a Legal Aid firm in Somerset and 

daughter a teacher in Northern Spain, and four grandchildren), who are without doubt my 

greatest achievement, and far better at being good human beings than me. But also in my few 

acres of land (and a 1950s Massey-Ferguson!), my singing (now just in chamber choirs and 

singing ballads in informal entertainments, but long ago taking major roles in opera, Tamino, 
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Canio, Lysander, Don Ramiro, amongst them), golf (another sport at which my 

enthusiasm is greater than my ability), and supporting Wales (and the Ospreys when I 

can). My mother still lives in Swansea, but is not very well, though my Dad (Haydn), 

another Old Dyvorian, died many years ago, a huge loss of a brave and gentle man. 
 

Lastly, my thanks to Terry Noonan for bringing together a group of 61-68ers at an Old 

Dyvorians‟ dinner 18 months ago. I had not met any of them for 40 years, and we had a 

great evening. Maybe we could get together some more of that era in future?  

-------------------------------- 

MUNSEC MAGAZINE 
 

The material from the MUNSEC magazines, which has been used to our benefit, has 

provoked a good deal of interest among our membership. When preparing the draft 

shape of our own journal, we came across a poem which we saw as having relevance 

for our membership. We do not know the name of the author of this verse and can 

only credit him via his „AKA‟ and his initials (36) 
 

If any reader can give us his proper name we would be delighted. 

    
 

To any contributor 
A good pen and a trusty hand 

A merry heart and true 

And readers now shall understand 

What MUNSEC men can do 
 

And how they fixed the where and when 

And shall the mag now die? 

Here‟s one, at least who with his pen 

Will know the reason why! 
 

Out spoke the editor so bold 

A solemn knave was he, 

“Your articles are wealth untold 

So let your pens run free” 
 

Come, young and old, and hand in hand, 

We‟ll fill this mag, today. 

Renowned shall be our happy band 

Success shall be our pay 
 

                                                                                                 WT ( 36)     MERRY VI   

 

-------------------------------------- 
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ANNUAL PRESENTATION OF AWARDS - 2009 
 

 
Left to Right :  Sean Morgan, Kath Thomas,  Charlotte Vessey-MacPherson , 

Brian Willis,   Mark Greig.                             Photo courtesy of Rob Mitchell - S.M.U 
 

 

President Brian Willis made the 2009/2010 presidential annual award to three students of 

the Swansea Metropolitan University prior to this year's O.D.A. Lecture. The University's 

acting Head of Swansea Business School (and former Head Girl of Dynevor), Kath 

Thomas, welcomed the Old  Dy'vorians present and thanked the Association   for  its 

continuing support. 
 

She introduced the three recipients as Charlotte Vessey-MacPherson (reading a BA 

(Hons) Fine Art – Painting & Drawing degree in the Faculty of Art & Design), Sean 

Morgan (reading an HND in Health & Social Care in the Centre for  Public Service 

Professions, Faculty of Humanities) and Mark Greig (reading a BSC (Hons) Computing 

& Information Systems degree in the School of Applied Computing, Faculty of Applied 

Design & Engineering). 
 

After brief words from their respective Heads of Department, our President presented 

each student with a cheque of £350. 

--------------------------------- 
REPLIES TO EDITOR’S QUIZ  TOD 15 – Page 19 

 

One reply from Peter Francis ( 1950 ) who says that “ I believe Reg Pike’s blazer is 

simply an Old Dy’vorian blazer. I inherited an old boy’s school tie from my father and it 

has the Cambridge blue stripe in addition to the school colours as shown in the picture ” 

---------------------------------------- 
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TOAD  OF  TOAD HALL              John Ball (1958) 
 

Not only in TOD number 13 was I described as “distinguished” (praise from Graham 

Davies is praise indeed – with apologies to William Shakespeare) but memories of the 

1960‟s production of Toad of Toad Hall came bouncing back and my minor, and 

disastrous, part in it.. 
 

I remember Graham Davies organising the auditions for voices and I like many others 

decided to try, partly because we thought it a wonderful opportunity to skip lessons (we 

were after all under taking “schoolwork!”). I remember eventually doing one or two 

minor voices (Toad was ?? Nye) and helping out with marionette production before the 

shows and operating the policeman in the court scene. More of this later. 
 

The electrical controls were constructed and operated by David Vanstone, who I think 

later joined the staff of the school and I particularly remember a first year (?? Pike) who 

was a wizard on the piano, playing by ear and who had apparently no musical training. 
 

It was great fun. I and others had been correct in our somewhat conspiratorial approach to 

the production; the response to challenges by masters of “where are you going boy?” 

produced the reply “helping with Toad of Toad Hall Sir.” 
 

Taking part as a voice and operator meant special treatment from Ma Baker, a particular 

treat for constantly hungry fifth formers; being in school after hours and in the evening, 

something of a novelty and different from detention and being able to hide in the annexe 

adjoining the school hall – we were after all working on the production…. 
 

On the last night - disaster. I never did quite work out what all the strings on the 

marionettes were for and when the policeman in the court scene had to step forward, I got 

confused and…dropped the thing. In the finest tradition of show business the show went 

on, I didn‟t know where to look and was saved by someone (John Fisher, Wynford 

Phillips?) who managed to drag the lifeless marionette from the stage whilst at the same 

time getting him to bow. Needless to say I wasn‟t Sandy Morgan‟s most popular pupil 

and of course, this was the very night that my parents came to see the show. 
  

Strangely, I haven‟t bothered with marionettes since !!!    
 

REFLECTIONS AND ASPIRATIONS                       David Farmer (1944) 
 

As we have stated on numerous occasions, the quality of the content of each copy of „The 

Old Dyvorian‟ (AKA TOD), is reflected in the publication as a whole. As the saying 

goes, „The sum of the whole should  be greater than the sum of the parts‟ 
 

To assist us in achieving such an objective, we have attempted to consider the feedback 

from our members in all our planning and action. For this reason alone, we have been 

able to improve the product „on the hoof‟, whilst David Tovey has ensured the continuing 

improvement of the technical quality of the magazine, including illustrations. Happily, all 

this has resulted in very positive feedback from our membership and, please be assured,  
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we shall continue to try to do even better in the future. Nonetheless, gentlemen, whilst  

recognising that we have received constructive criticism, in general it has been largely  

positive in concept. It is our intention that we continue to accept  the comment as having 

useful potential to enhance the product, which is membership of ‘The Old Dy’vorian 

Association’. So, Old Dyvorians, think about your range of talents and let us have 

contribution/s, prose, poems, drawings, short stories, essays on people you admire 

(masters and pupils), photographs, unsolved mysteries at school. Think how proud your 

children, grandchildren, wife, and the rest of the family will be to see your name in print  
 

As a direct measure of the health of this association we can accept the amazing growth in 

its membership as one indicator of its successful life. It has been true for some time that 

we are the only former pupil organisation of its size in Swansea. This is something about 

which we have been extremely proud for many years. However, we have been aware of 

the pitfalls which await us and of the need to be prepared to deal with difficulties and 

opportunities before they emerge. 
 

In the literature of ‘management’ there is a methodology that has proved to be helpful in 

adopting this approach. It carries the title SWOT Analysis, namely – Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats. 
 

The ‘Field Marshall’ who had considered  the planning process and who, with the 

effective  knowledge and expertise of Terry, was Noel Blows, a veritable gem in that our 

colleagues who have worked long and gained durable ‘gen’ which enabled him to contact 

potential members. Together with the outcome of a gentlemanly approach, this has 

resulted in a surge in our membership which, according to our records, is greater than in 

any year since we were officially formed. 
 

It is important to all of us that our readers will receive  an  informative and enjoyable 

magazine twice in a year and that we can provide  assistance, for example, when someone 

is wishing to  arrange  a ‘Year of 19…reunion. 
 

This edition of TOD is designated as being a ‘special’ because we wanted to utilise the 

material sent to us by Terry Shorrock in an appropriate way. 
 

It is also true that this edition marks the end of the partnership between Dave Tovey and 

David Farmer in researching, producing, and distributing the TOD. It is as a result of the 

improvements which have been brought about that we can be pleased whilst aiming to be 

even more efficient and effective. 
 

David F and David T will retire from their designated tasks with the magazine after this 

issue. Dave T, who has organised the excellent improvement in the production of the 
magazine is, however, continuing with his role of  Webmaster  
 

CHANGE IN EDITORIAL STAFF  
 

As mentioned in the previous article, both David Farmer and David Tovey are retiring 

from their positions as ‘editor’ and ‘compiler’ respectively of the TOD. They have  
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successfully launched and continued the presentation of the TOD for 16 editions – a 

tremendous achievement.  Articles on both will appear in TOD 17. Meanwhile we are 

sure that all Old Dyvorians will  wish them a happy and healthy future. 
 

The new editorial staff for TOD 17 will be Peter Macpherson (Editor) and Jim Waygood 

(Compiler). Articles, Photos, etc for TOD 17 should be sent to both Peter and Jim asap 

for inclusion in the next issue.( deadline MID JUNE  ) A ‘word’ format document is 

preferred via email ( although ‘hard ‘ copies are welcomed ). Contact details for both 

Peter M and Jim W are shown below. 
 

WEBSITE 
 

A mine of information, history, photographs, etc can be seen on the Old Dyvorian 

Website which can be accessed at http://www.dynevorrevisited.co.uk . Webmaster Dave 

Tovey is always looking for new information and any items or questions you have that 

can add to the site should be sent to Dave at davetovey01@onetel.com . 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2010 
 

Will be held at Dynevor Centre on Wednesday, 10
th

 March 2010 commencing at 7.30pm 
 

STOP PRESS : SECRETARY’S ANNOUNCEMENT – ANNUAL DINNER 2010 
 

Due to the very late unavailability of the Dolphin Hotel, which we understand has closed 

for refurbishment, the Annual Dinner will now take place at THE DRAGON HOTEL, 

Kingsway, Swansea on Friday 7
th

 May 2010 at 6.30pm for 7.15pm. 

 

How to get and keep in touch : 

Secretary: Clem Williams                                                   dcw43@tiscali.co.uk 

16 Norton Road, Mumbles, Swansea, SA3 5TQ    Tel : 01792 405611 
 

Treasurer: Stephen Way             stevepw@talktalk.net 

9 Croftfield Crescent, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UL                         Tel: 01792 361992 
 

Journal Editor TOD 16: Prof. David Farmer                       patdavid@talktalk.net 

3 Rhyd yr Helyg, Derwen Fawr, Swansea, SA2 8DH                      Tel: 01792 204531 
 

Journal Editor TOD 17: Peter Macpherson  petermacbarbican@googlemail.com 
9, Willowbrook Gardens, Mayals, Swansea, SA3 5EB 

Journal Compiler  TOD 17 : Jim Waygood                    j.waygood@btintrnet.com 

8, Pen-y-Cae Lane , Loughor, Swansea, SA4 6RX                           Tel: 01792 899019 
 

Webmaster: David Tovey                                                   davetovey01@onetel.com 

43 Cecil Road, Gowerton, Swansea, SA4 3DF                      Tel: 01792 873334 
 

Recruitment Officer: Noel Blows   nrblows.swansea@btinternet.com 

Fermain, 38 Summerland Lane, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UJ          Tel: 01792 368768 
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